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Safety
Vests

3M™ Re ective Safety Vest
Product Features
This high visibility safety vest is intended to reduce the risk of
accidents by enhancing the visibility of the wearer in day-time and 
night-time conditions.
Made with 3M R  Material 2925, a quality retro-r  material 
that meets the minimum requirements of international high visibility 
standards (ANSI 107:2004 and EN471:2003) up to at least 25 home 
wash cycles (according to ISO6330:2A)
Two horizontal r wo shoulder bands for improved 
night-time visibility in all work environments.
Fluorescent lime-yellow or rescent red-orange  100% polyester fabric. 

Garment Sizes
Available in four different sizes – medium (M), large (L) and two extra 
large sizes (XL and XXL), corresponding to the following chest sizes:

User Instructions
This garment is intended to enhance the conspicuity of the wearer in both 
day-time and night-time conditions, so reducing the risk of accident with a 
moving vehicle. However, no high visibility warning garment can 
guarantee absolute visibility and the wearer is ultimately responsible for 
his/her own safety.
It is the wearer’s responsibility to verify that this garment is suitable for 
the intended use and to ensure that the garment is maintained according 
to the appropriate care conditions.
To ensure maximum visibility, the garment should be worn fully fastened 
at all times and should be regularly inspected to ensure that the garment 
is kept, clean and undamaged.
High-visibility warning clothing should be maintained in good condition 
and inspected regularly for signs of damage or deterioration. The 
garment should be replaced if it is damaged, worn or the rescent 
fabric is faded.

Max 25 Washes

Storage And Care
Always store and transport the garment in clean and dry conditions and 
out of direct sunlight. Prolonged exposure to sunlight may result in fading 
of the colour rescent fabric or other deterioration of the garment or 
its components.
Please follow the washing care instructions that are shown on the label 
attached to the garment. The manufacturer of this garment will accept
no liability for garments which have not been stored or maintained in an 
appropriate manner.

Recycling
Dispose of the garment according to local environmental and
recycling guidelines.

CHEST
  94 - 102cm
102 - 110cm
110 - 120cm
120 - 130cm

SIZE
M
L
XL
XXL

40C


